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In a recent paper by Savas¸ and S¸evli 2007, it was shown that each Cesa´ro matrix of order α, for
α > −1, is absolutely kth power conservative for k ≥ 1. In this paper we extend this result to double
Cesa´ro matrices.
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The concept of absolute summability of order k ≥ 1 was defined by Flett 1 as follows. Let
∑
ak be a series with partial sums sn, A an infinite matrix. Then
∑
ak is said to be absolutely


























∣k < ∞; an  sn − sn−1
}
3
for k ≥ 1. A matrix T is said to be a bounded linear operator on Ak, written T ∈ BAk, if
T : Ak → Ak. In 1970, Das 2 defined such a matrix to be absolutely kth power conservative
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for k ≥ 1. In that paper, he proved that every conservative Hausdorﬀ matrix H ∈ BAk for
k ≥ 1. In a recent paper 3, the first two authors proved every Cesa´ro matrix of order α, for
α > −1, C, α ∈ BAk for k ≥ 1. Since the Cesa´ro matrices of order α for −1 < α < 0 are not
conservative, their result shows that being conservative is not a necessary condition for being
absolutely kth power conservative.
In this paper, we extend the result of 3 to double summability, thereby demonstrating
that the property of being conservative is again not necessary for doubly infinite matrices to be













For any double sequence xmn, we will define
Δ11xmn  xmn − xm	1,n − xm,n	1 	 xm	1,n	1. 5
The series
∑∑












































∣k < ∞; amn  Δ11sm−1,n−1
}
8
for k ≥ 1.
A four-dimensional matrix T  tmnij : m,n, i, j  0, 1, . . . is said to be absolutely kth
power conservative, for k ≥ 1, if T ∈ BA2
k


























tmnijsij m,n  0, 1, . . .. 11
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Theorem 1. C, α, β ∈ BA2
k
 for each α, β > −1.














n−j ijaij . 12


















































































































































































































































∣k  O1 19
since smn ∈ A2k.
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Corollary 1. C, α, 0 ∈ BA2
k
 for each α > −1.
Corollary 2. C, 0, β ∈ BA2
k
 for each α > −1.
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